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Our employees are critical to 

the success of our business 

and sustainability initiatives. 

We engage our employees’ 

passion for the environment 

through a company-wide 

sustainability program called 

CodeGreen. It focuses on the 

sustainable use of resources, 

reducing carbon emissions 

and waste while engaging 

guests and communities 

globally in environmental 

stewardship.

Caesars Entertainment recognizes that our employees are critical to the success of both our 
business and sustainability initiatives. That’s why, at any given moment across the company, 
you’ll find our employees offering world-class customer service, exploring unique ways to reduce 
our environmental impact and volunteering as HERO ambassadors in their communities.

We engage our employees’ passion for the environment through a company-wide sustainability 
program called CodeGreen. The program’s long-term strategy focuses on the sustainable use 
of resources (energy and water), reducing carbon emissions and waste sent to landfills, and 
engaging guests and communities around the world in environmental stewardship. Since the 
program’s inception, we have added our international properties to the domestic casino resorts 
we include in measuring our carbon footprint, increased the staffing of our core CodeGreen 
teams and expanded the metrics on which we report.

Highlights of Caesars Entertainment’s corporate social responsibility efforts include:

◗◗ Environmental Targets — Based on projects initiated in 2011, we anticipate recurring 
annual energy savings of 13.1 million kilowatt hours. That equates to an annual reduction 
of 7,600 metric tons of greenhouse gases. We are committed to achieving Green Key 
certification by the end of 2013 for all of our properties. Over the past nine years, we have 
invested nearly $70 million in energy efficiency measures and we have updated targets for 
energy conservation, carbon emissions, fossil fuel use, renewable energy, alternative fuels, 
water consumption and waste diversion. We have replaced 50,000 halogen bulbs with 
LEDs across our U.S. properties and raised nearly $6 million for the nonprofit ONE DROP 
through a World Series of Poker tournament, The Big One for ONE DROP. 

◗◗ Transparency — Caesars Entertainment is the first company in the gaming entertainment 
industry to publish three consecutive annual sustainability reports, including our third 
Carbon Disclosure Project submission. 

◗◗ Employee Wellness — Our Wellness Rewards program encourages employees to 
proactively manage their health care while it provides them with lower medical premiums, 
which have remained flat over the past five years. The program includes a biometric 
screening, an annual physical, and a consultation with an onsite nurse or wellness coach. 
Employees at our Las Vegas region properties also have access to workout centers and 
personal trainers. All of these services are free.

◗◗  Employee-Community Involvement and Philanthropic Giving — Caesars employees 
devote over 125,000 volunteer hours to their communities each year to support nonprofit 
groups including Meals on Wheels Association of America, Second Wind Dreams, 
National Park Trust, Green Chips, Nevada Conservation League and The Public Education 
Foundation’s Teacher EXCHANGE. Caesars employees raised $156,000 for the American 
Cancer Society during the 2011 Relay for Life events and collected more than 110,000 
pounds of soaps at resort casinos for the nonprofit Clean the World, which works to 
reduce disease and mortality rates in communities worldwide. 

Our sustainability goals could not have been achieved without the enthusiastic support of our 
employees. I am inspired by the way their dedication and innovation continue to make our planet 
a healthier, cleaner place to live and play.

Gary Loveman
Chairman, President and CEO
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